
 
 
 
Scratch remover for paint finishes/car paint finishes 
 
Unattractive scratches in the paintwork of cars are unavoidable over time. QUIXX 
Repair System removes scratches, small marks and scuff marks quickly and reliably 
from all paint finishes (including metallic). Two different special polishes can be used to 
eliminate both slight and deep scratches. Simply apply the paste and polish. Through 
the superior action of QUIXX the paint finish shines with a new lustre. This offers an 
added bonus in maintaining the value of your car, motorcycle, caravan or boat, etc. 
You’ll be amazed!  
7-piece set comprising two tubes scratch remover, one polishing cloth, and four strips of 
special sandpaper. 
 
Instructions  
 
Suitable for all paint finishes (incl. metallic). 
Step 1: Apply Quixx Polish (No. 1) to the scratched area and, applying pressure and a 
circular motion, use a clean cotton cloth to polish the area for about 1-2 minutes. 
Step 2: Use QUIXX Finish (No. 2) to polish to a shine. 
For deep scratches, first wet-sand with the enclosed special sandpaper (grain 2500). Do 
not expose primer! Follow steps 1 and 2. Suitable for polishing machines. 
 
 
Advertising statements: 
 

1. „The new generation of paint care“ 
2. „The new generation of car care“ 
3. „Scratch remover for paint finishes/car paint finishes “ 
4. „Scratch remover set, 7 pieces“ 
5. „7-piece repair set for car paint“ 
6. „Removes scratches, marks and scuff marks from paint finishes / car paint 

finishes“ 
7. Removes long-lasting scratches and marks from all paint finishes / paints 
8. Removes scratches and marks from all paint finishes on cars, motorcycles, 

caravans and boats. 
9. Suitable only for lustre paint finishes. 
10. Premium quality / Premium polish 
11.  innovative 2-step repair system 
12.  Recommended by leading trade journals (car magazines). 
13.  like new again 
14.  Also suitable for metallic finishes. 
15.  Also suitable for painted plastic parts (painted bumpers). 


